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  Preface 

Use the User Guide to support the day-to-day usage of the new system.  

It describes each business procedure and highlights any system-specific uses 

of screens.  

The User Guide introduces the user to the purpose of procedures and then 

explains the detailed steps and options needed to perform the business task 

or transactions.  

Develop and update the User Guide in parallel with the business system test. 

As business system test scenarios are executed, the team should review the 

corresponding section of the User Guide for accuracy.  

While creating the User Guide, actively involve the users (especially if they 

have not participated in creating the initial draft). The ongoing success of the 

application system depends a great deal on the users’ ability to follow the 

correct procedures in response to business events without the assistance of 

the project team. 

User guide is totally designed for end users end key users; we would like to 

remind that business analysts cannot find the business logic or system 

analysis keys in this document. For doing this they should refer other 

analysis document. Business analysis or macro and micro process definitions 

are out of scope of this document. 

According to the releases and versions of the IT4EM project, user guides may 

be updated and modified. 
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How The Manual Is Organized 

This manual is divided in 12 sections: 

 

 

Audience 

This document prepared for SSA Application. The screens and the type of use in 

the SSA application were defined. 

 

 

How to Use This Manual 

 

Related Documents 

 

Your Comments are Welcome 

YK-IT4EM values and appreciates your comments as a user and reader of this 

manual.  As we write, revise, and evaluate our documentation, your comments 

are the most valuable input we receive.  If you would like to contact us regarding 

comments and suggestions on future releases of <Subject>, please use the 

following address or telephone numbers: 
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C H A P T E R   

1 Introduction 

 

This document prepared for SSA Application. The screens and the type of use in the SSA application 

were defined. 

The SSA addresses are as defined below; 

For CZ: http://it4em.dpd.cz:7777/it4emssa/ 

For using SSA correctly, .Net Framework 2.0, Windows Installer 3.1, Crystal Reports Basic, SQLite, 

DPD Font Installer must be installed and executed. All these additional programs are available the 

installation links which are given above. 
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C H A P T E R   

2 Administrator Login 

 

<SSA430 – Administrator login> screen is launched, when user login to SSA 

application with DPD Administrator username and password. It gives possibility 

to login to the system with all users defined in SSA. 

Administrator role can be assigned to the customers in <IT4EM_SSA0060 – User 

Definition> screen.  

  : When SSA Admin users press this button, all SSA users are listed. 

 : When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be cleared from the screen and the 

user will be enabled to make a new query. 
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 Customer profile name: SSA Customer profile name search criteria in order to find and filter 

users. 

 Username: User name search criteria in order to find and filter users. 

 Sender Custom: SSA Sender customer search criteria in order to find and filter users. 

User can see defined SSA users on the lookup. 

 

 

List of SSA users lookup have the following data items; 

 User ID:  SSA User ID from system sequence 

 Username: Name of defined SSA user 

 Customer profile name: Name of customer profile 

 Authorization flag: Authorization of user 

 Language: Language of username 

 Contact ID: Contact ID of the current user 

 Def. country ID: Default country ID 
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 Default address: Default address of the current user 

 Default  user e-mail: Default e-mail of user 

 Default country name: Default country name of user 

 

The SSA Admin user can enter the SSA application with the users listed. From the lookup the 

username information of the selected user is seen on the login screen. The Password information is 

seen as asterix on the screen. Clicking the Login button, it can be entered the SSA application with the 

selected user. 
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C H A P T E R   

3 Receiver Customer Creation  

The following part is related with the creation of receiver customers. If the 

receiver customer is not found, then SSA users are able to create new receiver 

customer(s). The receiver customers are divided into two section; Individual and 

Corporate Receiver Customers. 
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Corporate Receiver Customer Creation (SSA230) 

    

 : After data entry fields are completed, it enables related register to be kept in 

database. 

 : When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be deleted from the screen and 

the user will be enabled to make new register entry and inquiry. 

 : If receiver customer has more than one address, SSA User can add new address 

when press this button. 

 : It will be possible to make passive address this delete button is use.   

 : When this button is pressed, user can search work area of receiver customer. 
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 Type: Type of receiver customer. Customer type is seen as individual or corporate and SSA users 

cannot update this status. 

 ID: Identity number of the receiver customer is given by the system automatically. SSA users 

cannot update this ID number. 

 Customer Name: Name of receiver corporate customer. 

 Short name: Short name of company 

 Tax number: Tax number of the receiver customer 

 Industry: Industry of the company 

 Personal Code (unique id): SSA users give a personal code to the receivers. This is must be 

unique. 

 Customer reference no: Customer Reference Number is a unique number which is provided by 

customer to identify each customer 

 Contact name: Name of the contact person for defined receiver customer. 

 Mobile Phone: Mobile phone number of the defined receiver customer. 

 E-mail address: E-Mail address of the defined receiver customer 

 Country: Country value is specified in this field. 

 City / Region: City or Region of the receiver customer address. 

 Street name: Street name of the receiver customer address. 

 House / flat: House and flat number of the receiver address. 

 House Name: House name of the receiver address. 

 Zip code: Zip code of the receiver address. 

 Additional address info: Address text of the receiver customer. If exists, District, Town and 

Village information is shown on this field 

 Access code: Access code of the receiver address 

 Phone no.1: Phone number of the receiver customer. 

 Phone no.2: Phone number of the receiver customer. 

 Address reference no: Customer Address Reference Number is a unique number which is 

provided by customer to identify each customer address. 

 Label preview: User can see label preview. Label preview contains customer name and customer 

address information.      
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Individual Receiver Customer Creation (SSA240) 

 

 : After data entry fields are completed, it enables related register to be kept in 

database. 

 : When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be deleted from the screen and 

the user will be enabled to make new register entry and inquiry. 

 : If receiver customer has more than one address, SSA User can add new address 

when press this button. 

 : It will be possible to make passive address this delete button is use.   

 : When this button is pressed, user can search work area of receiver customer. 

 

 

 Type: Type of receiver customer. Customer type is seen as individual or   corporate and SSA users 

cannot update this status. 

 ID: Identity number of the receiver customer is given by the system automatically. SSA users 

cannot update this ID number. 
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 Name: Name of a receiver customer. 

 Surname: Surname of a receiver customer.  

 Personal code (Unique ID): Personal Code is unique number for individual customer which is 

provided by customer. 

 Customer reference no: Customer Reference Number is a unique number which is provided by 

customer to identify each customer 

 Contact name: Name of the contact person for defined receiver customer. 

 Mobile Phone: Mobile phone number of the defined receiver customer. 

 E-mail address: E-Mail address of the defined receiver customer 

 Country: Country value is specified in this field. 

 City / Region: City or Region of the receiver customer address. 

 Street name: Street name of the receiver customer address. 

 House / flat: House and flat number of the receiver address. 

 House Name: House name of the receiver address. 

 Zip code: Zip code of the receiver address. 

 Additional address info: Address text of the receiver customer. If exists, District, Town and 

Village information is shown on this field 

 Access code : Access code of the receiver address 

 Phone no.1: Phone number of the receiver customer. 

 Phone no.2: Phone number of the receiver customer. 

 Address reference no: Customer Address Reference Number is a unique number which is 

provided by customer to identify each customer address. 

 Label preview: User can see label preview. Label preview contains customer name and customer 

address information.      
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C H A P T E R   

4 Shipment Creation 

 

 

 : After data entry fields are completed, “Save/Print” button enables to save related register 

in database and print the created shipment. 

 : After data entry fields are completed,” Save” button enables to save related register in 

database. 

 : If parcel labels are not printed, SSA users can delete created shipment. 

 : SSA users can print parcel labels 

 : Cleans up Shipment Creation screen for a new shipment 

 : Enables to use sub shipment functionality, if this customer is authorized with sub 

shipment functionality. 

 : Enables to use edit shipment functionality, if shipment parcel labels are not printed. 
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 : Calls the <SSA340 – Shipment profile> screen 

 : Calls the <SSA220 – List of available campaigns> screen 

 : Lists the label positions. Selected position is the start position for the first label. 

 

 

SENDER  

 Address : Sender customer addresses information. Default address of the sender is set 

automatically. Sender customer address filed is non-editable. However, if sender has more 

than one address, then SSA user is able to select one of these addresses.  

 Country / Zip Code / City: According to the selected Sender Address, Country, Zip Code 

and City fields are filled automatically. Country/Zip Code / City fields are non-editable. 

 Payer: Payer of the sender is listed. If sender customer has more than one payer, then all 

payers are listed and sender is able to select one of them. If sender has only one payer, then 

this payer is selected automatically as default.  

RECEIVER 

 Reference: Reference Number is a unique number which is given by the SSA user to the 

receiver customers. This number helps to identify each receiver customer.  

 Name: Name of the receiver customer. If receiver is saved before, then receiver can be 

found by entering first three characters. Name field has an auto-complete functionality. 
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 Name 2: The second name of the receiver customer. 

 Contact Name: Name of the receiver customer’s contact person. 

 Country: Country of the Receiver customer. As default, country of the company is 

selected. If senders want to change, then they are able to select other defined countries. If 

receiver customer was saved before shipment creation and the receiver is selected from the 

receivers list, then country is selected according to the saved receiver information.  

 City: Selected receiver’s city information. City field has an auto-complete functionality. 

 Street / House No: Street and house number of the receiver customer. Street field has an 

auto-complete functionality. With the street names, zip codes, district area and town 

information are displayed. 

 Zip Code: Zip Code of the receiver. According to the selected Street, zip code field is filled 

automatically. Also senders have a chance to search zip codes with the Zip Code Finder 

tool. Zip Code Finder tool is opened when SSA user clicks the search button ( ) which 

is near the Zip Code field. 

 Phone: Phone number of the receiver customer. If SSA user enters the Phone information 

while creating a receiver, then phone field is filled automatically.  

 E-mail: E-mail address of the receiver customer. If SSA user enters the E-mail information 

while creating a receiver, then E-mail field is filled automatically. 

 Save Receiver: This checkbox is used to save receiver while creating shipments. The 

checkbox has different functionalities; 

 If this checkbox is checked and the receiver is not in the database, then the receiver 

customer is saved when shipment is saved or saved/print successfully.  

 If this checkbox is checked and any of the information of the receiver is not 

different, then system does not save receiver. 

 If this checkbox is not checked and the receiver is not in the database, then the 

receiver customer is not saved when shipment is saved or saved/print 

successfully. 

SHIPMENT INFORMATION 

 Reference 1: Reference field for the shipment. If this reference information is entered, then 

this information is shown on the label and also sent with MPSEXPDATA file.  

 Reference 2: Reference field for the shipment. If this reference information is entered, then 

this information sent with MPSEXPDATA file. 

 Reference 3: Reference field for the shipment. If this reference information is entered, then 

this information sent with MPSEXPDATA file. 

 Reference 4: Reference field for the shipment. If this reference information is entered, then 

this information sent with MPSEXPDATA file. 

MAIN PRODUCTS 

 Main Products: According to the contract of the sender customer, main products are listed. 

Also, if there is an un-contracted product, then it is displayed. 

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS 

 Additional Products: According to the selected main product, additional products are 

listed.  
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 Additional Information: If a selected additional product has a special field, then special 

fields are shown in additional information parts. 

 Parcel Data Entry: Contains Parcel number, Reference1, Reference2, Reference3, 

Reference4, Weight, Length, Width, Height and Volumetric weight.  

 Parcel number field is filled according to the entered parcel count. This column 

cannot be updated via the parcel grid. 

 Reference1, Reference2, Reference3, Reference4, Weight, Length, Width and 

Height columns can be updated via the parcel grid. 

 If High Insurance is selected as an additional product, then high insurance column 

is added to the parcel grid automatically. This column is editable. 

 If COD is selected as an additional product, then COD Amount column is added 

to the parcel grid automatically.  

 If Amount Split Option of COD is selected as Manual Entry, then SSA 

users can enter COD Amount via parcel grid. Otherwise, COD amount 

cannot be entered via grid table, but COD amount field can be used for 

entering amount. 

 

 In the first step of shipment creation, default sender address information and default payer are 

displayed.  

 

 

Senders have more than one address and payer. If sender has more than one address and payer, then 

all these are listed and users can select these information. 

 

 

After address and payer selection, Receiver Customer information shoul d be entered. If receiver is not 

in the database, or SSA user makes some changes for related receiver, ‘Save Receiver’ checkbox should 

be checked. 

Below fields should be entered; 

 Reference  

o After entering three characters, all related record(s) is suggested to the user. 
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 Name 

o After entering three characters, all related record(s) is suggested to the user. 

 Name 2 

 Contact Name 

 Country 

o Country of a company is shown automatically. 

 City 

o After entering one character, all cities which include that character(s) are suggested to 

the user. 

 Street 

o After entering three characters, all related streets are suggested to the user. 

 House No 

 Zip Code 

o Zip code can be searched by the help of a search button. 

 Phone 

 E-mail 

 

 

Receivers can be searched by the clicking of the Search button  which is near the Name field. After 

clicking a search button, SSA250 - Receiver Customer Search screen is opened.  
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SSA users must click the “Search Customer” button  to search the receivers. If still 

receiver is not in the system, then according to the customer type, SSA users should click “New 

Corporate Customer” or “New Individual Customer” button.  

Reference numbers for shipment are entered correctly and shipment date is selected. 

 

After entering the correct length of zip code, then main products which are available in the sender 

contract are become visible. According to the needs, main product is selected by the SSA user. 

 

After main product selection, according to the product definitions, additional products are listed.  
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The list of product is different according to the sender customer’s contract status. The system is 

handled three possibilities while listing products. According to these possibilities, the set of available 

products are different. 

 Sender equals payer 

 Sender has different product from the payer 

 Sender has no contract and uses payer contract 

After main product selection; related and available additional services are listed. SSA application 

controls restrictions with “DPD Gmbh Routing Information” when international shipment during 

shipment creation. Whenever an additional product is selected, a special field or a group of fields are 

displayed according to the requirements of selected additional field. 

 

Special Fields for COD 

 

 

When COD is selected as an additional product, special fields are displayed in the Additional 

Information field. According to the “Amount Split Option” and “Amount”, parcel information is 

changed.  

Special Fields for IDM SMS 

 

 

For IDM SMS additional product, prefix of “Mobile Phone” and “Language” are shown according to 

the country information. Both these two fields can be changed by the SSA user.  

Special Fields for IDM E-mail 
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For IDM E-Mail additional product, e-mail address should be entered by the SSA user and language 

can be changed. 

Special fields for Custom Clerance 

 

 

Special fields for Delivery with Smile 

 

 

Special fields for Document Control and Document Return 
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Special fields for High Insurance 

 

For High Insurance product, SSA users should use the parcel grid to enter the “Amount”. After 

selecting High Insurance, the new column is added to the parcel grid. 

Special fields for ID Check 

 

Special fields for Parcel Shop 

 

 

For Parcel Shop additional product, after entering receiver customer information, SSA user must select 

a parcel shop via “Select parcel shop” button which is appeared in Additional Information part. In 

Parcel Shop search screen, according to the entered receiver zip code, all available parcel shops are 

listed. 

 

In the final step of shipment creation, parcel data must be entered. It will be possible to insert parcel 

data by one row or entering many rows. 
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The first parcel row is added automatically. If users want to insert more than 1 row, then they can 

enter the row number to the Parcel Count Field and click  (plus) button. Users can use 

the arrow buttons to increase or decrease the number of adding parcels. 

After inserting parcel lines, then if wants, References of Parcels, Length, Width and Height 

informations should be entered.  

According to the Mandatory Field Settings, customers need to enter Weight value. 

If SSA users want to delete a row(s), then they should use  (minus) button. After selecting a 

row, users should click the minus button. 

Parcel Number can be empty till labels are printed. If customer entered more than one parcel and 

shipment is saved, row count will be the same as parcel count and in each row parcel count will 

become one.  Weight entered before will be divided to each parcel. 

Parcel reference numbers can be entered from data entry table on the SSA330 - Shipment Creation 

screen. 
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C H A P T E R   

5 Manifest Creation & Shipment Search 

 

 

After shipments are created and printed, their manifests should be closed. Closing manifest is done in 

SSA200 Manifest Creation & Shipment Search screen. 

: Enables to open <SSA205 – Close manifest> screen that close and prints manifest 

including selected shipments. SSA205 give possibility to enter manifest name and explanation and 

then to close and print manifest. 

: Delete the selected shipment(s) according to the rules. 

 : A button is used the query of previously created shipments according to the “Shipment 

Search Criteria” search parameters. 

: When this button is clicked, all data entry fields are cleared and the users are enabled to 

make new inquiry. 

 : Re-print the selected shipment(s). 

 : All unprinted shipments are printed. 

: When the start label position button is clicked, then positions are listed and if 

user wants, one of starting position can be selected. This field value will enable to select start position 

for the first. When the SSA user prints labels in the A4 format, the first printed labels are printed in 
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area 1 and 2 and it is continued to print labels, it is possible to open the Label start position screen and 

to select start position and thus to continue print on the same A4. 

 

 Shipment date: The date interval is used for querying records in creation shipment date 

intervals.  

 Parcel number:  Number of shipment parcel 

 Receiver name: Receiver Name of queried customer 

 Payer: List of available payers. 

 Address: list of available addresses of sender. 

 Print status: “Print Status” is searching criteria. On manifest screen it is possible to filter 

printed and not printed parcels. 

 Parcel ref. no:  Customer Parcel Reference Number is unique number which is provided by 

customer to identify each customer address. 

 Shipment ref. no: Customer Shipment Number is a unique number which is provided by 

customer to identify each shipment. 

 Receiver cust. ref. no: Customer Reference Number is a unique number which is provided 

by customer to identify each customer. 

 Address ref. no:  Customer Address Reference Number is unique number which is 

provided by customer to identify each customer address. 

 Manifest ID: Manifest ID is a unique number, which is provided by system number 

sequence. 

 Print date: The date interval is used for querying records in creation print date intervals.  

 Zip code: Zip code of the country 
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 Street: Street of receiver address 

 Town: Town of receiver address 

 Country: Country value is specified in this field. 

 Parcel Based: User can list all shipment as a parcel based. If it’s not checked, then 

shipments are listed as a shipment based. 

 Select all parcels: If it’s checked, then all parcels are selected automatically. 

 Filter non-manifest parcels: User can list only non-manifested parcels. 

 Filter current user’s shipments: Just the current user’s shipments are listed if this checkbox 

is checked. 

 

SHIPMENT SEARCH 

User can see defined shipments on the lookup. 

 

 

List of shipments lookup have the following data items; 

 Open shipment : Open defined shipment detail 

 Selection : User can select the shipment  

 Shipment date: Creation Date of shipment. 

 Label Print Status: Shows the printing status 

 Created by user name: Creator of a shipment is shown 

 Manifest ID: If manifest is closed, then Manifest ID is seen 

 Master parcel number: After printing label, master parcel number is assigned 

 Shipment info: Reference number of a shipment 

 Product: Main product of the shipment 

 Receiver name: Receiver name of queried shipment customer. 

 Receiver address: Receiver address of queried shipment customer address. 

 Receiver city: Receiver Country of queried shipment customer address. 

 Receiver place area:  Receiver area of queried shipment customer address. 

 Receiver zip code: Receiver Zip Code of queried shipment customer address.  

 Receiver country: Receiver country of queried shipment customer address. 

 COD/B2C Info: If COD or B2C products are selected for the shipment, then 

information of those products are shown. 

 Creation date: Date of shipment creation. 
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 Manifest date: Date of manifest. 

 Manifest name: Number of manifest. 

 Manifest explanation: Explanation of manifest. 

 Shipment number: Number of shipment. 

 Payer:  Name of the payer 

 Sender Address ID: Address id of a sender who is used in a shipment 

 Sender Address: Detailed address of a sender 

 Customer reference number: Reference number of a customer 

 Address reference number: Reference number of a used address 

 Shipment status:  Status of parcel printing 

 Return Parcel Id: If shipment has any return parcel information, then it is showed  

 Total parcel count: Parcel count of a shipment. If a “Parcel Based” search criterion is 

selected, then this shows a parcel count of a parcel. If a “Parcel Based” search 

criterion is not selected, then this shows a total parcel count of a shipment 

 Total weight: Total weight of a shipment. If a “Parcel Based” search criterion is 

selected, then this shows a weight of a parcel. If a “Parcel Based” search criterion is 

not selected, then this shows a total weight of a shipment 

 Total volume: Total volume of a shipment. If a “Parcel Based” search criterion is 

selected, then this shows a volume of a parcel. If a “Parcel Based” search criterion is 

not selected, then this shows a total volume of a shipment 

 Last Scan Name: Last scan name of a shipment is shown 

 Last Scan Time: Shows the last scan time of a shipment 

 

The system creates manifest data, which is a record that defines group of shipments taken in driver 

pickup. The manifest definition consists of the following data items; 

o Manifest creation date 

o Manifest name 

o Manifest closing date 

o Additional information 

  

Manifest creation rules define as follows; 

 Manifest can be created after first shipment is prepared. At least one shipment 

should be created to close manifest. The manifest is closed at the same time and 

cannot be updated. (cannot be added new shipments or edit shipment / parcel data) 

 After shipments are created, manifest creates by selecting group of shipments. The 

selection is made by selecting shipments, not parcels. Possibility to select all printed 

and not closed with manifest shipments. 
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 Shipment selection at this moment will be made among multiple shipments from a 

list of shipments. Manifest search screen will be used to search and select shipments 

in order to create a manifest. In case not printed shipments are selected system 

should give warning message during manifest closing and print all unprinted parcel 

label for manifest. 

 

CLOSE MANIFEST 

 

SSA User can create and close manifest in <SSA205 – Close manifest> screen. SSA user must select 

shipments for create manifest. 

: When this button is pressed, SSA user can create and close manifest for selected 

shipments. 

: When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be deleted from the screen and the 

user will be enabled to make new entry. 

 

 Manifest close date: Manifest Close Date field is non-editable date value saved as manifest 

date 

 Manifest explanation: Optional manifest explanation field. 

 

CLOSED MANIFEST LIST 

SSA users can search the closed manifests. Under the Manifest creation- Shipment Search link which is 

on the main screen, Closed Manifest List screen can be found. 
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: Search closed manifest according to the given “Manifest Close Date” parameters  

 : Exports manifest to CSV file. It is possible to export only closed manifest 

 : Reprint listed and selected manifest as a short manifest 

: Reprint listed and selected manifest as a long manifest. 
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 Manifest closing date: Manifest Close Date field is un-editable date value saved as 

manifest date 

 Parcel no: Parcel number search parameter 

 Selected manifest ID: Selected manifest ID 

 Receiver Name: According to the Receiver Name, searching can be done. 

 

User can closed manifest information on the lookup. 

 

 

List of closed manifest lookup have the following data items; 

 Manifest ID:  Manifest ID number 

 Manifest name: Name of manifest 

 Manifest closing date: Manifest closing date of closed manifest 

 Manifest closing time: Manifest closing time of closed manifest 

 Manifest explanation : Notes / explanation field for manifest 

 

The screen has a “Selected all manifests” checkbox. When it’s checked, then all listed manifests are 

selected. 

 

When “Export selected manifests” button  is clicked, the searched and selected 

manifest from the lookup (selected manifest ID field) exports to CSV 

 CSV file have the following data items; 
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SSA user can reprint manifest with Reprint short manifest and Reprint long manifest button. 
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C H A P T E R   

6 Shipment Profile 

 

If any shipment profile definition exists and receiver customer search is selected in shipment profile, 

receiver customer will be selected automatically. 
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If the SSA user wants he can define a profile on the shipment profile screen and can use the shipment 

profile while creating a shipment. 

 

 : After data entry fields are completed, it enables related to be kept in database  

 : When the defined shipment profile is chosen and the button is pressed, it is used to 

canceled the chosen function 

 : When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be deleted from the screen and the 

user will be enabled to make a new register entry and inquiry. 

 : It enables to be inquired according to data entry fields on screen. If any value isn’t 

entered from the fields on screen, all registers that are registered in the system will be listed on screen 

 : When this button is pressed, user can get selected shipment profile of created 

shipment. 

 Shipment profile name: A specific name that identifies shipment profile. 

 Sender address: Addresses of a sender. If a sender hast more than one address, then these are 

listed. 

 Payer: Default Payer selection field. 

 Country/Zip Code / City: These fields are filled according to the selected sender address. 

 Receiver country: :If receiver country is selected, this field will be used as default country in 

address search criteria 

 Receiver Street: If receiver street is selected, this field will be used as default street in address 

search criteria 

 Receiver city: If receiver city is selected, this field will be used as default city in address search 

criteria. 

 Receiver zip code: If receiver zip code is selected, this field will be used as default zip code in 

address search criteria. 

 Main product: Main product value that will be used in shipment profile. 

 Additional product: Additional product(s) value that will be used in shipment profile. 

 

User can defined shipment profile information on the lookup 

 

List of shipment profile lookup have the following data items 

 Default profile: Specifies whether this shipment profile is used as default profile or not. 
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 Profile name : Name of shipment profile 

 Default payer : Default Payer customer information 

 Main product : Main product information 

 Receiver customer : Receiver customer information 

 Receiver zip : Receiver zip code information 

 Receiver city : Receiver city information 

 Receiver country : Receiver country information 

 Created by : User information that creates this shipment profile 

 Updated by: User information that updates or changes this shipment profile. 

 

Possibility to use more than one payer or profile will be provided by SSA. 

All kind of data (from shipment) includes in shipment profile definition.  Shipment profile define user 

based. 

In SSA340 – Shipment Profile screen, SSA users must enter a Shipment Profile name. The SSA users 

can define more than one profile but only one of them can be default. 

After entering profile name information, Sender Address should be selected. According to the 

selection, Country/ Zip Code / City fields are filled. 

Payer should be selected. 

 

 

Receiver Country, Street, City and Zip Code for Receiver Customer can be entered. To find the correct 

zip code, Zip Code finder can be used. Zip Code button is near the Zip Code field. 

 

 

After entering zip code, Main Products are listed according to the SSA user’s contract.  
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According to the selected Main Product, additional products are listed. 

 

If SSA user selects an additional product and if it has a special field(s), then they are appeared on the 

Additional Information part which is right side of the screen. 
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Selecting more than one additional product and entering special fields of these products are possible. 

After filling all fields, profile should be saved. 

By the help of a ‘List Profile’ button, all defined profiles can be listed.  

 

During shipment creation, if SSA user clicks the ‘Shipment Profile’ button, , SSA340 

Shipment Profile screen is opened and all defined profiles are listed. After selecting a profile from the 

List of Shipment Profiles and clicks ‘Get Selected Profile’ button , all pre-defined values 

are sent to Shipment Creation screen. 
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If there is a default profile definition in SSA, then SSA330 Shipment Creation screen is opened with 

these pre-defined values. 
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C H A P T E R   

7 Campaign–List Of Available Campaigns 

System shows all available campaigns from the list. Sender customer will be able to view available 

campaigns that can be used in SSA with a “List of available campaigns” screen. List of available 

campaigns screen have a product filter in order to list campaigns. 

: It is a button in query of available campaigns according to crtireia selected in screen. 

: It is a button in query of start new search. 
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 Product name: Name of product. Product name is a search criteria 

 Payer: Payer customer search criteria 

User can defined available campaigns information on the lookup. 

 

 

List of available campaigns lookup have the following data items; 

 Campaign ID: Campaign ID number 

 Campaign product and additional products: A list of campaign product and additional products 

 Campaign explanation : A brief explanation of campaign 

 Campaign end date: End date of campaign 

 Description: Detailed explanation/description of a campaign. 

 Receiver country: Receiver country information 

 Receiver city : Receiver city information 

 Receiver area: Receiver area information 

 Receiver zone: Receiver zone information 

 Receiver zip code: Receiver zip code information 
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C H A P T E R   

8 Pickup Order 

 

 

 : After data entry filed are completed, it enables related to be keep in database. 

 : When the created pickup order is chosen and the button is pressed, it is used to 

cancel the chosen pickup order. 

 : It enables to be inquired according to data entry fields on screen. If any value is 

not entered from the fields on the screen, all registers that are registered in the system will be listed on 

screen. 

 : When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be deleted from the screen 

and the user will be enabled to make a new register entry and inquiry. 
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SENDER INFORMATION 

 Address: Sender default pickup address shown. Default address is of user is selected 

automatically. If sender has more than one address, then users can select one of them. If 

only one address is defined, then that address is shown automatically. City, Country, Zip 

Code are filled automatically according to the selected Sender Address. If the Tax No and 

Phone are available for sender address, then  

 Customer name: Sender customer field shows the user information who logins into 

system. This field is disabled and user can not select a different sender  

 City name: City name of sender address 

 Country: Country ID of sender address 

 Zip code: Zip Code of sender address 

 Tax no: Tax number of sender customer  

 Phone no: Phone number of sender customer  

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

 Contact person: Contact person name of sender customer  

 E-mail address: E-mail address of contact 

 Phone no: Phone number of contact 
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PAYER INFORMATION 

 Payer: Payer customer select from a payer list which is defined for user who logins into 

system. When user select right payer, payer id, payer name and payer tax number fields 

are displayed. 

 Payer ID: Payer Id field appears visible as disabled after selecting payer customer. 

 Name: Payer Name field appears visible as disabled after selecting payer customer. 

 Tax no: Payer Tax Number field appears visible as disabled after selecting customer.  

 

PICKUP INFORMATION 

 Desired pickup date: Desired pickup date for pickup order is selected. 

 Desired pickup time interval: Desired pickup time is selected. Time restriction is checked 

by the system according to the product limitations. 

 Total parcel count: Parcel count is entered. This information will be sent to driver. Total 

parcel count is disabled, according to the entered shipment information, this field is filled 

automatically. 

 Total parcel kg: Total weight information is entered for parcels. This information will be 

sent to driver. The problem with mixed cargo types (eg parcel count=6 and total 

weight=180kg) is solved as is in IT4EM. SSA use same logic. Total parcel kg is disabled, 

according to the entered shipment information, this field is filled automatically. 

 Message to driver: General messaging to area to inform the driver. Dispatcher will also be 

able to see this message. 

 Pickup status: Shows the last status of pickup order. If work area is assigned to specific 

tours (bus tour and truck tour), pickup order should be forwarded to corresponding tour 

automatically.  

 

DEFAULTS INFORMATION 

 Request status: Information field with shows current request status. It will be open as 

default. After pickup is done, it will be closed by the system. It also can cancelled by CS 

Agent. 

 Request type: Information field which shows request type. Request type is pickup order 

as default. 

 

SHIPMENT INFORMATION 

 Product: Product for pickup order. 

 Receiver country: Desired pickup time is selected. Time restriction is checked by the 

system according to the product limitations. 

 Cargo type: Cargo type of shipment. 

 Count: Parcel count is entered. This information will be sent to driver. 

 Kg: Total weight information is entered for parcels.  
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Users can shipment information on the lookup. 

 

 

Shipment List lookup have the following data items; 

 Product ID: Status of request 

 Product name:  Product name of shipment 

 Receiver country: Receiver country of shipment  

 Cargo type: Cargo type of shipment 

 Count : Show current status of pickup order 

 Weight : Weight of shipment 

 Delete: Delete the shipment 

 

Users can pickup order information on the lookup. 

 

 

Pick up Order List lookup have the following data items; 

 Request number: Status of request 

 Payer:  Selected payer customer information 

 Pickup date:  Show in which date pickup will be done 

 Pickup time start: Start time for which time customer is available for pickup. 

 Pickup time end: End time for which time customer is available for pickup. 

 Pickup request status: Show current status of pickup order. 

 Request status: Status of request 

 Message to driver: Shows information message which will be visible for dispatcher and 

driver. 
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C H A P T E R   

9 Printer Configuration 

 

:  After data entry fields are completed, it enables related to keep in database. 

 

Default printer for parcel label: 

 Printer name: Default printer name for parcel label. 

 Label format: Label format for parcel label. 

 Paper source (printer tray): Paper source (printer tray) for parcel label. 

Default printer for manifest list 

 Printer name: Default printer name for manifest list. 

 Label format: Label format for manifest list 
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 Paper source (printer tray): Paper source (printer tray) for manifest list. 
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C H A P T E R   

10 Sender Customer Profile 

 

 

 

This is the screen where the user entering the SSA application questions the sender customer profile. 
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 Address: Sender customer address information  

 Customer ID: Sender Customer ID information 

 Name: Sender customer name information 

 Address: Sender customer address information  

 Contact person: Sender Customer address information 

 Zip Code: Zip Code information 

 City : Customer city information 

 Country: Country information 

 Phone No: Phone No information 

 Fax: Fax search criteria. 

 Email: Email search criteria. 

 Depot number: Depot number info. 

 Entry depot: Entry depot info 

 Company: Company name 

 Name: Depot contact person’s name 

 Address: Depot address information 
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C H A P T E R   

11 Bank Definition 

For using COD bank accounts, Bank Account definitions should be done. These definitions can be 

done by DPD users or SSA users. After defining Banks and their branches in IT4EM, then these can be 

seen in SSA. 

Also, if DPD users define Bank Accounts for SSA users, then they are available in SSA. 

: To clear the Bank Account page, New button is used. 

: It’s used to save the filled information. 

: Delete the selected definition. 
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 Account Name: Name of the defined bank account  

 Bank Information: Name of the Bank 

 Branch Information: Name of the selected bank’s branch 

 Account Number: Account Number of a customer 

 Comment: Additional comments which are related with bank account definition 

 IBAN: IBAN of a defined bank account 

 Swift / BIC Number: Swift or BIC number of a defined account 

 Currency: Default currency of a defined bank account 

 Default Bank Account: After entering all fields for bank account, if this checkbox is checked, then 

it becomes a default account for that customer. 

 

Bank Account List lookup have the following data items; 

 Account Name: Name of the defined bank account 

 Bank Name: Bank name for selected account 

 Branch Name: Branch name for selected account 

 Account Number: Account Number for selected account 

 Account Holder: Account holder for selected account 

 Comment: Related comment for account 

 IBAN: IBAN of a selected account 
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 Swift: Swift Code of a selected account 

 Currency: Currency of a selected account 

 Default: It’s checked if that bank defined as default. 
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C H A P T E R   

12 Zip Code Finder 

Zip Code Finder works according to the Work Area definition which is done in IT4EM side. The 

Zip Code Finder and Work Area Search work in a same way. Their working logics are same. 

 

 : When this button is pressed, all data entry fields will be deleted from the screen and the 

user will be enabled to make a new inquiry. 

 : When this button is pressed, user can search zip code for entered information. 

 : When this button is pressed, user can get selected zip code. 
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 Country: Country value is specified in this field. 

 City / region: City of the customer address. 

 Street / house name: Street name of customer address 

 Zip code: Zip code of the country 

 Distinct: Distinct of the customer address. 

 Village: Village of the country 

 Town: Town name of customer address 

1. If customer found correct street, then SSA User is selecting it and correct working area is 

assigned. 

2. If customer can not find this street, SSA User click Set other street, street name that was 

defined previously will stay as is and default working area will be assigned. If default 

working area can not be found then dummy working area will be assigned.  

 

 

 

User can defined work area information on the lookup 
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List of work area lookup have the following data items: 

 Street / house name: Street Name of customer address 

 House number : House number of customer address 

 City / region : City of customer address 

 Start zip code : Zip code arrange of customer address (start zip code of address) 

 End zip code : Zip code arrange of customer address (end zip code of address) 

 District area name : District area name of customer address 

 Town name : Town name of customer address 

 Village name : Village name of customer address 

 Place : Place of customer address 

 Country : Country of customer address 

 Zone name : Zone name of customer address 

 Work area ID : Work area ID of customer address 

 Alpha zip code : Alpha zip code of customer address 

 

Receiver address creation process consist the following items; 

 Zip Code finder engine is launched. 

 Country information set automatically with default value (According to the default country 

defined in SSA customer default settings) 

 The zip code finder engine allow to search even with only street name. This search transaction 

make according to the IT4EM working area. 

 SSA User will enter necessary data for address definition. After saving address system will try 

to find correct working area 

1- If zip code is found, then receiver customer address is successfully saved. 

2- If zip code is not found,  then zip code finder screen is opened 

a) If customer found correct street, then SSA User is selecting it and correct 

working area is assigned. 

b) If customer can not to find this street, SSA User enters another street. Street 

name that was defined previously will stay as is and default working area 

will be assigned. 

c) All data will be corrected by customer service from IT4EM. 

d) System will not allow changing corrected address by customer. 

If user in City/Region field selects entry which has Region flag ticked (Example: Gulbenes Nov.), 

then work area search flow steps are described below: 

 

1) Country, Region, Zip code, Street name, Town, District, Village are used as search 

criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, Region, Zip, 

Street name, Town, District, Village and Address fields are updated with 
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information from working area.  If user selects WA with empty street field, 

information entered by user should be kept. 

 If more than one working area is found, then zip code finder screen is opened 

with found zip codes (work areas) 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „2)”. 

 

2) Country, Region, Street name, Town are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, Region, Zip, 

Street name, Town, District, Village and Address fields are updated with 

information from working area. If user selects WA with empty street field, 

information entered by user should be kept. 

 If more than one working area is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „3)”. 

 

3) Country, Region, Zip code, Street name are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, Region, Zip, 

Street name, Town, District, Village and Address fields are updated with 

information from working area. If user selects WA with empty street field, 

information entered by user should be kept. 

 If more than one working area is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „4)”. 

 

4) Country, Region, District, Village are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, Region, Zip, 

Street name, Town, District, Village and Address fields are updated with 

information from working area. If user selects WA with empty street field, 

information entered by user should be kept. 

 If more than one working area is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „5)”. 

 

5) Country, Region, Zip code, Village are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, Region, Zip, 

Street name, Town, District, Village and Address fields are updated with 

information from working area. If user selects WA with empty street field, 

information entered by user should be kept. 

 If more than one working area is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „6)”. 

 

6) Country, Region, Zip code, Town are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then then work area search screen is opened with 

found work area. 
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 If more than one working areas is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „7)”. 

 

7) Country, Region, Zip code, District are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then then work area search screen is opened with 

found work area. 

 If more than one working areas is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „8)”. 

 

8) Country, Region, Zip code are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then then work area search screen is opened with 

found work area. 

 If more than one working areas is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „7)”. 

 

9) Country, Zip code are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then then work area search screen is opened with 

found work area. 

 If more than one working areas is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 

If no work area is found according to entered information, then system open empty work 

area screen. 

 

If user in City/Region field selects entry which has not Region flag ticked (Example: Riga), 

then work area search flow steps are described below: 

 

1) Country, City, Zip code and Street name are used as search criteria’s: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, City, Zip code, 

Street name and Address fields are updated with information from working area. 

If user selects WA with empty street field, information entered by user should be 

kept.  

 If more than one working area is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „2)”. 

 

2) Country, city and street name are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area is selected, Country, City, Zip code, 

Street name and Address fields are updated with information from working area. 

If user selects WA with empty street field, information entered by user should be 

kept. 

 If more than one working area is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 
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 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „3)”. 

 

3) Country, street name are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then then work area search screen is opened with 

found work area. 

 If more than one working areas is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system continue 

search - See description in step „4)”. 

 

4) Country, Zip code are used as search criteria: 

 If one working area is found then work area search screen is opened with found 

work area. 

 If more than one working areas is found, then work area search screen is opened 

with found work areas. 

 If no work area is found according to entered information, then system open 

empty work area screen. 

 

a. Records in the result table should be ordered according to values in street name column: A-

>Z. 


